
L
ike entering a chocolate shop, people go to festivals with
an air of optimistic expectation. Almost by definition, a
festival is a celebration, an excuse for a good time. In

medieval times, holy-days were supposed to be a meditation on
the lives of saints, except that human exuberance intervened
and they became debauched vacations: well who could blame
them? Now we celebrate life by metonymy—we have festivals
featuring puppets, jazz, boats, zombies, carrots and cars. The
15th Salt Spring Island Apple Fest celebrated the forbidden fruit. 
BC Ferries does not make it easy to reach SSI from any other

island except the big one, so I took a circuitous
route the night before. After dark, Fulford Hall
was a-bustle and like a west coast Ali Baba’s
cave, it shone with apples, radiant in every
colour except blue, and some, like me, were
slightly wrinkled. The air was expectant and
friendly like a family gathering, the working
supper was good with fresh produce and the best
ever Tarte Tatin. In the middle of it all,
conducting the melee, stood (danced might be a
better adjective) Harry Burton, the founder and
visionary. Captain Apple, as he is known, held
the master plan in his head. 

To digress, in 1857, London celebrated the first international
world’s fair to promote 19th century science and technology and
in doing so, constructed the giant greenhouse known as the
Crystal Palace.  
Soon after that, the venerable Royal Horticultural Society

(RHS) thought this was a suitable venue to celebrate apples.
From science and technology to a history of the oldest
metaphorical fruit was but a small step for 19th century minds
at the height of the imperial empire. Several years in the making,
the RHS scoured the country for apples and some 2,600
varieties were displayed with military precision on an acre of
mahogany tables. 
A century later, the same institution attempted to iterate that

festival and were only able to locate 600 varieties. Something
was seriously wrong, where had two thousand apple varieties
gone? By a happenstance of exuberance the RHS had revealed
a frightening trend: the range and variety of produce around the

world was disappearing at an alarming rate. The cry went out to
horticultural societies and universities everywhere and by 1990
some 6,000 apple varieties had been identified and
communities and institutions around the globe have since been
working to save old and so-called heritage varieties of everything
from apples to zucchinis. 
Festivals are necessary for community cohesion; celebrations

are consciousness raising because we have a lot to celebrate. In
Captain Harry’s words, it’s ‘the magic of mother nature’. Folks
at the Fulford Hall spoke about apples and south island politics,

and the Apple ‘Queen’ raised a rousing
cheer with his/her Golden Shaft Award
presented in absentia to Steven Harper for
his lifetime devotion to democracy. 
At Salt Spring’s Apple Festival, the

Fulford Hall is only one of 20 venues that
range the length of the island. In the
northern reaches, Whims Farm was one of
several ‘old family’ homesteads; a feature
of the landscape of every island. In many
cases descendents have moved for richer
urban pastures, leaving the barns and

orchards to the vagaries of weather and the black tails. To their
credit, the Weedens are restoring the old orchard with young
heritage trees that were loaded when I walked through. 
Not confined to apples, the festival embraces the creative

spirit and Judy Weeden’s exemplary ceramics provide a
medium for a story line, as she likes to say, a narrative of rural
life where ravens and arbutus speak to those of us who take the
time to listen.
Steeped in island lore and history, Cusheon Cove Park (and

the dedicated 100 acres of Ruckle Park) once thrived through a
lumber mill operated by Chinese and Japanese workers; their
material legacy now ensconced in a museum. 
In addition to the old barns and ancient orchard, Cusheon

Cove also has a large new apple orchard and served the best Pad
Thai lunch. Ten minutes away my very gracious hosts, Wil and
Dianette, carried me to one of the island’s flagship enterprises,
the SSI Cheese Company. The magnificent grounds and
presentation resemble an upscale winery with attractive west
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coast architecture and landscaping. A haven for children, the
main features are of course the fresh cheeses, available now on
almost all the islands. I could not resist taking a new lemon
chevre for a taste of Salt Spring after getting home.
Canada is a big place and the Gulf Islands foster a rich and

unique rural culture. Wil and Dianette are relative newcomers
to island life, and like most recent residents, full of enthusiasm
for their new home. Typically, my hosts had thrown themselves
into the community and had volunteered their morning to work
the flowing crowd at Harry Burton’s Apple Luscious Organic
Orchard near the entrance to Fulford Harbour. Harry’s place is
not unique but it is distinctive—a jungle of unkempt brambles,
nettles and horseradish with apple trees of every sort pushing
through the brush. There were apples everywhere. What Harry

has demonstrated is that apples and other fruit crops, grow—
and grow well—here regardless of TLC, pruning shears, or
philosophy. All they need is reasonable soil, water, sunshine,
and once in a while, a little compost. Growing food is really not
that difficult, plants and trees are very forgiving. 
By 10am the Fulford Hall was vibrating, it’s hard to believe

how excited people can get about apples. But of course it’s not
simply the fruit: apples are the excuse and the metaphor for
celebrating the good life, meeting friends, supporting
community events, and the local economy. We all went home
that night tired, full of good memories, a better understanding
of Salt Spring Island, a few souvenirs, and an education in self
sufficiency. 0
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